1.. Introduction {#S1}
================

Blood pressure can directly reflect the functional status of the human cardiovascular and cerebrovascular systems, and is an important basis in the diagnosis of disease, evaluation of treatment efficacy, and prognostication. Because human blood pressure is affected by a number of factors, such as mood, physiological cycle, physical condition, and the external environment, the results of single or discontinuous measurement fluctuate, while continuous measurement can monitor blood pressure throughout each cardiac cycle. Therefore, continuous blood pressure measurement is of great significance for clinical researches.

The current non-invasive continuous blood pressure measurement methods include the arterial tension, volume compensation, pulse wave transit time, and pulse wave parameter methods. When measuring blood pressure, the arterial tension method \[[@ref001]\] requires precise positioning of the pressure sensor over a long period, with suitable and continuously adjustable downforce on the sensor. The inconvenience of the measurement and the considerable discomfort from the prolonged compression of the subject's artery limits the applicability of this method \[[@ref002]\]. When using the volume compensation method to measure blood pressure, the preset reference pressure setting is a major problem. The continued pressure results in venous congestion, causing great pains to the subject. The measured blood pressure values by the volume compensation method have greater discreteness \[[@ref003]\]. When measuring blood pressure by pulse wave transit time (PWTT) method, the requirements for the sensor positioning are less stringent, and the discomfort to the subject is reduced. The correlation between PWTT and systolic blood pressure (SBP) is higher than diastolic blood pressure (DBP). Therefore, the predictive accuracy of a SBP model based on PWTT is greater, and of a DBP similarly based is less \[[@ref004]\]. Pulse wave parameters (PWPs) can better reflect the relationship between the changes in blood pressure and pulse wave. Measuring blood pressure by the PWP method is convenient and the measuring device is simple, so many scholars \[[@ref005], [@ref006], [@ref007]\] have used PWPs to explore the correlation between pulse wave and blood pressure, and then conducted blood pressure measurements. Due to individual differences, the measurement accuracy of the models based on PWPs need to be improved.

Figure 1.PWTT measurement from ECG and pulse wave signals.

Based on the research of other scholars, this paper proposes a non-invasive continuous blood pressure monitoring model, based on PWTT and PWPs, that is convenient to apply and improves the comfort of the subjects. The existing blood pressure measurements based on PWTT or PWP methods generally use statistical analysis, select PWTT or PWPs based on their correlation with blood pressure, then establish a regression model between the blood pressure and PWTT or PWPs. However, changes in blood pressure are proportional to PWTT only when the elasticity of the blood vessels remains unchanged \[[@ref008]\]. Changes in pulse wave waveform are influenced not only by blood pressure, but also by blood viscosity, vascular flexibility, and other factors \[[@ref009]\]. Therefore, the relationship between blood pressure and PWTT or PWPs is not only a simply linear. Thus, the current PWTT or PWP linear regression models fail to describe the complex nonlinear function relationship between blood pressure and these inputs. The universality of these models is poor, and individual differences cannot be overcome.

In response to the shortcomings of the above-mentioned blood pressure measurement models, a new non-invasive continuous blood pressure measurement model -- the GA-MIV-BP neural network model, based on PWTT and PWPs, is presented herein. The mean impact value (MIV) method \[[@ref010]\] is used to select the parameters that greatly influence blood pressure values from the extracted PWTT and PWPs, which are used as inputs, and the actual blood pressure values as outputs, to train the MIV-BP neural network model. A genetic algorithm (GA) \[[@ref011]\] is then used to optimize the individual parameters of the model, so as to obtain the non-invasive continuous GA-MIV-BP neural network blood pressure model.

Figure 2.Time domain characteristic parameters of pulse wave.

2.. Method {#S2}
==========

2.1. Extraction of PWTT and PWPs {#S2.SS1}
--------------------------------

After pretreating \[[@ref012]\] the synchronously collected pulse wave signal and ECG signal and extracting their feature points \[[@ref007], [@ref013]\], the PWTT was obtained by calculating the time from the ECG R wave to feature point c of the pulse wave signal in the same cardiac cycle, as illustrated in Fig. [1](#thc-26-thc174568-g001){ref-type="fig"}.

The PWPs are shown in Fig. [2](#thc-26-thc174568-g002){ref-type="fig"}. When the PWPs were extracted, it was found that the pulse waveform parameters were affected by physiological and other changes, but while the absolute values of the PWPs varied greatly, the relative values changed little. Therefore, in order to reduce the influence of these various changes and compare the parameters among different subjects, this study used a normalization method to process the time domain parameters of the pulse wave \[[@ref005]\].

In this study, PWTT and PWPs (a total of 17 parameters) were selected as the object of study, including: PWTT, the relative time (RT) of the ascending branch (tc/T), RT of feature point d (td/T), RT of feature point e (te/T), RT of feature point f (tf/T), RT of feature point g (tg/T), pulse wave cycle (T), the relative height (RH) of feature point d (Hd/Hc), RH of feature point e (He/Hc), RH of feature point f (Hf/Hc), RH of feature point g (Hg/Hc), pulse waveform characteristic quantity (K), main wave ascending slope (V), cardiac output (Z), relative area (RA) of the systolic period (S1/S), RA of the diastolic period (S2/S), and ratio of systolic and diastolic area (S1/S2).

2.2. Construction of the BP neural network {#S2.SS2}
------------------------------------------

The back-propagation (BP) neural network \[[@ref014]\] is the basis of MIV-BP neural network construction. This forward neural network has a minimum of three layers, including input, hidden, and output layers.

The artificial neural network accurately describes not only linear, but also nonlinear, relationships. The BP neural network is the most widely used neural network in artificial neural network, which embodies the most essential part of artificial neural network. Thus, this paper establishes blood pressure models based on BP neural networks. A portion of the experimental data was used as the training set. Extracted PWTT and PWPs (a total of 17 parameters) were used as input parameters, and the SBP or DBP value measured by sphygmomanometer was used as the output parameter to train one BP neural network (Nets0) on SBP and another (Netd0) on DBP.

2.3. Construction of the MIV-BP neural network {#S2.SS3}
----------------------------------------------

Furthermore, the mean impact value (MIV) method was used as an indicator of the degree of influence of each independent variable on the dependent variable. The process by which it was calculated is as follows:

(1)After training the BP neural network, each input variable value in training set X was transformed by plus and minus 10% to form two new training sets, X1 and X2;(2)X1 and X2 were input into the trained BP neural network simulation, and two simulation results, Y1 and Y2, respectively, were obtained;(3)The differences between Y1 and Y2 were calculated, these were the impact values (IV) of the changes to the input variable on the output;(4)The IVs were averaged by the number of observations to obtain the MIV of the independent variable on the dependent variable.

The MIV of each independent variable was calculated according to the above steps. Finally, the relative contribution rate of the $i^{\text{th}}$ independent variable to the dependent variable was calculated according to Eq. ([1](#S2.E1)).

$$\partial_{i} = \frac{|\text{𝑀𝐼𝑉}_{i}|}{\sum_{i}^{m}\text{𝑀𝐼𝑉}_{i}|}$$

Where $\partial_{i}$ denotes the relative contribution rate of the $i^{\text{th}}$ independent variable to the dependent variable, and $\frac{\sum_{i}^{n}\partial_{i}}{\sum_{i}^{m}\partial_{i}}$ denotes the cumulative contribution rate (CCR) of the first $n$ independent variables. When selecting the input parameters of the BP neural network, the CCR should be greater than 85%.

When PWPs, PWTT, and blood pressure values are used to train a model, due to too many input parameters, the input layer of the BP neural network becomes complicated, the load on the system increases, and the performance of the network decreases. Therefore, the MIV method was used to reduce the dimension of the input data in this study. Based on the BP neural networks constructed in Section 2.2, the first few input parameters with CCRs to SBP or DBP of over 85% were selected. The selected parameters were used as input parameters to retrain the Nets0 and Netd0 networks, and then the two MIV-BP neural networks, NETs0 and NETd0, were obtained.

2.4. MIV-BP neural network model based on GA {#S2.SS4}
--------------------------------------------

A GA is a global optimization algorithm, developed by simulating a natural evolutionary process, which is simple, robust, and enhances parallel processing. Therefore, it is widely used in the fields of combinatorial optimization, parameter optimization, machine learning, and others.

Figure 3.Flow chart of the non-invasive continuous blood pressure measurement models based on the GA-MIV-BP neural network.

Because of differences in individual physiological system, the relationship between each individual's blood pressure and PWTT/PWPs is different. Therefore, a non-invasive continuous blood pressure monitoring model based on a GA-MIV-BP neural network is proposed. In order to improve the accuracy and generality of the blood pressure model and avoid the influence of individual differences in examiners, the NETs0 and NETd0 networks trained in Section 2.3 were selected to construct the SBP and DBP calculation models, respectively. The GA was used to optimize the individual parameters of the models, and SBP and DBP calculation models with good predictive performance were obtained. The flow chart of the non-invasive continuous blood pressure measurement models based on the GA-MIV-BP neural network are shown in Fig. [3](#thc-26-thc174568-g003){ref-type="fig"}.

3.. Experimental results and analysis {#S3}
=====================================

3.1. Experimental data collection and processing {#S3.SS1}
------------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Experimental data collection {#S3.SS1.SSS1}

Using the characteristics of pulse wave and ECG signals, this experiment utilized a radial artery pulse sensor (HK-2000B piezoelectric sensor; Electronic Technology Research Institute of Hefei Huake, China), ECG electrode and cable, and a USB-D1280 data collecting card (VI Service Network Co., Ltd) to achieve pulse wave and ECG signals synchronization acquisition, in which the sampling frequency was set to 400 Hz.

We recruited volunteers based on the principles of voluntary and informed consent, and undertook to protect the rights and interests of the subjects. There was no conflict of interest between the content or results of the research and the volunteers. Five healthy male and five healthy female volunteers, aged 21$\sim$28 years, were included. Resting-state data before exercise and data after light exercise at the temperature ranged from 15 to 25 centigrade degree were collected from the volunteers. The data included the pulse wave and ECG signals of the subjects, which were simultaneously recorded for 40 seconds in each state. After data acquisition in each state, SBP and DBP values were measured by an OMRON HEM-6131 blood pressure meter in triplicate. The average of the three results was calculated as the measured sphygmomanometer value. In order to reduce errors, the signal acquisition and blood pressure measurement of each subject in each state was completed within 5 minutes. A total of 120 sets of data were recorded in the experiment, as shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

Table 1Collected pulse wave and ECG dataMaleFemaleTotalTest_1Test_2Test_3Test_4Test_5Test_6Test_7Test_8Test_9Test_10151212129151212129120

Figure 4.Original ECG and pulse wave signals collected synchronously.

### 3.1.2. Experimental data processing {#S3.SS1.SSS2}

(1)Signal pretreatment and feature point recognition. On the MATLAB R2014a platform, the dual tree complex wavelet threshold denoising method \[[@ref012]\] was used to filter the received pulse wave and ECG signals. After pre-processing, the ECG R wave was detected by the wavelet method \[[@ref013]\], and each feature point of the pulse wave signals was recognized by the TDWD method \[[@ref007]\]. An original ECG signal and a pulse wave signal, collected synchronously, are shown in Fig. [4](#thc-26-thc174568-g004){ref-type="fig"}a and b, respectively. Figure [5](#thc-26-thc174568-g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the feature point recognition of the denoised ECG and pulse wave signals.(2)Calculation of PWTT and PWPs. PWTT was obtained by calculating the time from the ECG R wave to feature point c of the pulse wave signal in the same cardiac cycle. The time interval between feature points b-b' was calculated to obtain the pulse wave period value, T. In order to reduce the influence of various changes on PWPs and to facilitate comparisons of PWPs between different subjects, this study used the normalization method to process the time and amplitude characteristics of the pulse wave \[[@ref005]\]. The characteristic parameters obtained were as follows: PWTT, tc/T, td/T, te/T, tf/T, tg/T, T, Hd/Hc, He/Hc, Hf/Hc, Hg/Hc, K, V, Z, S1/S, S2/S, and S1/S2.

3.2. Construction of MIV-BP neural network {#S3.SS2}
------------------------------------------

MIV-BP neural networks were constructed in MATLAB R2014a software. A comprehensive set of functions and a graphical user interface in the ANN toolbox of MATLAB were used to train and simulate the MIV-BP neural networks; the specific steps were as follows:

### 3.2.1. Training of BP neural network {#S3.SS2.SSS1}

Data from male (Test_1, Test_2, Test_3, and Test_4) and female (Test_6, Test_7, Test_8, and Test_9) subjects, a total of 102 sets of data, were selected as training sets. Extracted PWTT and PWPs, a total of 17 parameters, were used as input parameters, and the measured sphygmomanometer SBP or DBP value was used as the output parameter to train one BP neural network on SBP and another on DBP (Nets0 and Netd0, respectively), as described below.

Table 2Determination of the input and output parameters of the two BP neural networkNNInput parametersOutput parametersNets0PWTT, PWPsSBPNetd0PWTT, PWPsDBP

Figure 5.Feature point recognition of the denoised ECG and pulse wave signals.

The principle of the BP neural network is that the single hidden-layer feedforward neural network can approximate arbitrary continuous functions with arbitrary precision \[[@ref015]\]. In order to improve the training speed of the network and to simplify the structure of the network, this study adopted a single hidden layer.

(1)Determine the input and output parameters of the two networks, Nets0 and Netd0, as shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.The number of input node for Nets0 or Netd0 network was seventeen, and of output node for Nets0 or Netd0 network was one.(2)Initialize the parameters of the Nets0 and Netd0 networks, including learning rate, expected error, and activation functions. The learning rate, the expected error, and the activation functions for hidden and output layers were set to 0.1, 0.01, TANSIG and PURELIN, respectively.(3)Select the nodal points of the hidden layer of the Nets0 and Netd0 networks. According to the empirical formula shown in Eq. ([2](#S3.E2)) \[[@ref016]\], the number of nodes in the hidden layer of the Nets0 and Netd0 networks ranged from 5 to 15. Using trial-and-error method, the definitive number of nodal points in the hidden layer of the two networks was obtained by taking the root mean square error (RMSE) and complexity of the networks as the index.$$m = {\sqrt{n + l} + \partial}$$Where $m$ denotes the number of hidden-layer nodes of the BP neural network, $n$ denotes the number of input-layer nodes of the BP neural network, $l$ denotes the number of output-layer nodes of the BP neural network, and $\partial$ is a constant between 1 and 10.After repeated experiments, we found the optimal number of hidden-layer nodes by taking the RMSE and complexity of the networks as the index. Finally, the definitive number of hidden-layer nodes for Nets0 and Netd0 were determined to be 12 and 13, respectively.(4)Train Nets0 and Netd0 networks using the scaled conjugated gradient algorithm, which has the advantage of good convergence \[[@ref017]\]. The training continued until the expected error was achieved.

Table 3Ordered MIVs for SBP value input parametersVariable nameMIVOrderingCCRT$-$12.197110.1725S1/S$-$10.102420.3154PWTT$-$9.027130.4431S2/S$-$7.287240.5462td/T$-$6.112950.6327tg/T$-$4.660860.6986tf/T$-$3.710670.7511Hd/Hc$-$3.152980.7957Hg/Hc$-$2.722490.8342Z2.3060100.8668S1/S22.2786110.8990He/Hc1.8326120.9249V$-$1.6578130.9483K1.3715140.9677tc/T1.1822150.9844Hf/Hc0.9430160.9977te/T0.1596171.0000

### 3.2.2. Selection of input parameters for the MIV-BP neural network using the MIV method {#S3.SS2.SSS2}

By analyzing the impact of input parameters on the output results, the first few input parameters with CCR to SBP or DBP of over 85% were used as input parameters to the NETs0 or NETd0 MIV-BP neural network, respectively. The MIVs for every input parameter for the SBP and DBP calculation models are shown in Tables [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, respectively. After screening by MIV, the input parameters for NETs0 network were selected as T, S1/S, PWTT, S2/S, td/T, tg/T, tf/T, Hd/Hc, Hg/Hc, and Z; the selected input parameters for NETd0 network were T, tg/T, Hf/Hc, S2/S, Hg/Hc, te/T, He/Hc, tf/T, and tc/T. Therefore, the number of input node for NETs0 and NETd0 networks was ten and nine, respectively, the number of output node for NETs0 and NETd0 networks was all one.

### 3.2.3. Training and evaluation of MIV-BP neural network model {#S3.SS2.SSS3}

The input parameters selected using the MIV method were used as input to the MIV-BP neural networks. The learning rate, expected error, and activation functions for the hidden and output layers were set to 0.1, 0.01, TANSIG and PURELIN, respectively. Based on the empirical formula in Eq. ([2](#S3.E2)) and trial-and-error, the number of hidden-layer nodes of NETs0 and NETd0 were set to 9 and 10, respectively, by taking the RMSE and complexity of the networks as the index. Finally, the scaled conjugate gradient algorithm was used to train the two neural networks. The training time for those two networks were all less than 10 seconds.

After training the NETs0 and NETd0 networks, the data from ten subjects were selected as the test set. The RMSE and mean relative error (MRE) were used to compare the performance of the Nets0 and Netd0 networks trained by the original 17 input parameters and the NETs0 and NETd0 networks trained by the parameters selected using MIVs. The specific results are shown in Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. The contrasting results obtained from the BP neural networks trained by the original and MIV-preferred parameters, and the advantages offered by simplifying the structure of the model, led the authors to select the NETs0 and NETd0 networks trained by the MIV-selected parameters to construct the SBP and DBP calculation models, respectively.

Table 4Ordered MIVs for DBP value input parametersVariable nameMIVOrderingCCRT$-$11.112510.2769tg/T$-$5.605220.4165Hf/Hc$-$3.981030.5157S2/S3.734240.6087Hg/Hc2.561250.6725te/T$-$2.113160.7251He/Hc1.987770.7746tf/T1.984880.8240tc/T$-$1.472990.8607Hd/Hc$-$1.3283100.8938Z0.9950110.9186PWTT0.9101120.9413td/T$-$0.8710130.9630S1/S$-$0.8399140.9839V$-$0.5096150.9966K0.0773160.9985S1/S20.0553170.9999

Figure 6.RMSE curve using the GA

3.3. Construction of GA-MIV-BP neural network {#S3.SS3}
---------------------------------------------

The NETs0 and NETd0 networks trained in Section 3.2 were selected to construct SBP and DBP calculation models, respectively, on the MATLAB R2014a platform. The GA was then used to optimize the individual parameters of models based on a GA-MIV-BP neural network.

The first two sets of data from the ten subjects were used as training sets, and the rest were the test set. Using the GA to optimize the parameters 'a' and '$\nabla$s' of the GA-MIV-BP SBP model and the parameters 'b' and '$\nabla$d' of the GA-MIV-BP DBP model, the optimal parameters and the RMSE of the first two training sets were obtained for each individual, as shown in Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}. The optimization time of SBP or DBP model parameters for each individual was less than 2 minutes. Figure [6](#thc-26-thc174568-g006){ref-type="fig"} shows the RMSE curve of predicted SBP values while optimizing the parameters 'a' and '$\nabla$s' of the GA-MIV-BP SBP model, and the measured SBP value; and the RMSE curve of the predicted DBP value while optimizing the parameters 'b' and '$\nabla$d' of the GA-MIV-BP DBP model, and the measured DBP value (taking the Test_5 for example).

Table 5Comparison of the predictive performance of SBP/DBP model based on BP neural network (Nets0/Netd0) and MIV-BP neural network (NETs0/NETd0)SubjectsNets0NETs0Netd0NETd0RMSEMRERMSEMRERMSEMRERMSEMRETest_14.98053.88%4.72713.83%3.33994.18%3.00813.90%Test_28.43005.87%8.47586.15%2.70543.24%2.36382.91%Test_36.34695.15%6.09795.08%3.76054.49%3.73864.36%Test_42.98612.33%2.82542.20%2.95924.11%3.04463.64%Test_58.64976.12%3.62362.39%4.25446.28%5.84387.30%Test_65.26303.37%4.69543.35%4.02745.12%4.11433.93%Test_76.32904.97%4.16483.47%3.14904.31%3.40544.43%Test_85.85634.47%5.67574.15%4.96747.00%4.37715.87%Test_94.36992.89%4.54633.18%3.23613.93%2.99803.79%Test_108.45767.41%5.27003.58%8.836212.42%4.03085.99%

Table 6Optimization parameters for GA-MIV-BP neural network SBP and DBP models for different subjectsSubjectsGA-MIV-BP SBP modelsGA-MIV-BP DBP modelsa$\nabla$sRMSEb$\nabla$dRMSETest_10.98013.35683.11900.881010.00002.6199Test_20.954910.00005.07800.93866.47280.1853Test_30.89467.11381.87020.94105.01120.3698Test_40.895610.00001.53830.85278.94801.6903Test_50.905710.00001.15420.861110.00000.5986Test_61.0000$-$0.02771.86530.87968.16770.1627Test_70.897510.00000.88160.821710.00000.7640Test_80.95692.85300.52900.82897.11120.6577Test_90.96483.81921.55321.00000.54652.1066Test_100.93315.67023.55490.839710.00003.8039

Figure 7.Comparison of predicted and measured values of SBP.

Figure 8.Comparison of predicted and measured values of DBP.

4.. Analysis of GA-MIV-BP neural network models {#S4}
===============================================

4.1. Comparison with other blood pressure models {#S4.SS1}
------------------------------------------------

The blood pressure values of ten subjects were predicted using the GA-MIV-BP neural network models, regression models \[[@ref006]\], and the ANN model based on PWTT \[[@ref018]\]. Figures [7](#thc-26-thc174568-g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#thc-26-thc174568-g008){ref-type="fig"} show the SBP and DBP values, respectively, predicted by these three models. The horizontal axis in Figs [7](#thc-26-thc174568-g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#thc-26-thc174568-g008){ref-type="fig"} denotes the $j^{\text{th}}$ measured data for the $i^{\text{th}}$ subject. For example, '1-1' denotes the first measured data for subject Test_1. It can be seen from Figs [7](#thc-26-thc174568-g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#thc-26-thc174568-g008){ref-type="fig"} that the predictions obtained by the GA-MIV-BP models are closer to the sphygmomanometer measured blood pressure values than those by regression models and the ANN model. Thus, it can be concluded that the GA-MIV-BP models have better predictive performance than regression models and the PWTT-based ANN model.

In order to further analyze the prediction accuracy of the above three models, the RMSE and MRE were used to compare them. The RMSE and MRE of the predicted blood pressure values from the three models and the values as measured by the sphygmomanometer are shown in Table [7](#T7){ref-type="table"}. It can be seen that the RMSE and MRE of the SBP and DBP values calculated by GA-MIV-BP models are lower than those of the regression and the ANN models. Therefore, it can be concluded that the GA-MIV-BP models have greater prediction accuracy than the regression and PWTT-based ANN models. The MRE of SBP and DBP values calculated by GA-MIV-BP models is less than 5%.

Table 7RMSE and MRE of the SBP and DBP prediction results from different modelsSubjectsGA-MIV-BP modelsRegression modelsANN model based on PWTTRMSE_SMRE_SRMSE_DMRE_DRMSE_SMRE_SRMSE_DMRE_DRMSE_SMRE_SRMSE_DMRE_DTest_13.04202.41%2.94133.87%3.71763.08%4.59695.44%4.72553.96%4.06914.93%Test_23.30812.61%1.67571.71%5.47993.91%5.98997.65%5.09574.06%1.73651.82%Test_33.45432.70%2.47612.96%8.16237.94%6.81559.59%5.16744.38%5.69017.33%Test_42.46622.04%2.61783.03%4.75833.91%5.42977.79%3.20223.06%3.48815.03%Test_52.41651.79%2.90553.54%6.47335.33%6.01187.73%6.33685.51%4.84096.39%Test_63.08692.44%2.15462.27%6.08964.92%5.30056.98%5.49324.41%5.35437.08%Test_74.09773.37%2.84083.80%6.63185.80%6.784411.38%6.50845.98%4.24056.06%Test_83.14232.68%2.59243.65%4.25643.16%3.21074.68%5.94824.47%4.13665.83%Test_94.50703.17%2.67173.53%5.27844.10%5.25626.98%4.95693.82%5.69447.37%Test_102.81022.37%2.78634.09%7.18706.95%7.294911.24%6.46745.93%5.94768.01%

Figure 9.Bland-Altman analysis of predicted and measured SBP values (SBP1 and SBP0).

Figure 10.Bland-Altman analysis of predicted and measured DBP values (DBP1 and DBP0).

4.2. Bland-Altman analysis between results predicted by GA-MIV-BP models and blood pressure values measured by sphygmomanometer {#S4.SS2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The blood pressure values predicted by the GA-MIV-BP neural network model and the blood pressure values measured by the sphygmomanometer underwent Bland-Altman analysis, as shown in Figs [9](#thc-26-thc174568-g009){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#thc-26-thc174568-g010){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [9](#thc-26-thc174568-g009){ref-type="fig"} shows that 96.67% of the points are within the 95% consistency range, and the maximum absolute value of all differences within the consistency range is 5.8895 mmHg. Figure [10](#thc-26-thc174568-g010){ref-type="fig"} shows that 95.83% of the points are within the 95% consistency range, and the maximum absolute values of all differences within the consistency range is 4.8218 mmHg. These differences are adequate for clinical requirements, and as there is good consistency between the results of the GA-MIV-BP neural network model and the actual measurement, they may be considered interchangeable.

5.. Conclusions {#S5}
===============

This paper presents a non-invasive continuous blood pressure measurement method based on a GA-MIV-BP neural network. The results of GA-MIV-BP models are more accurate than those from regression models \[[@ref006]\] and the ANN model based on PWTT \[[@ref018]\], with lower RMSE and MRE, as seen in Table [7](#T7){ref-type="table"}. Analysis of the predicted and measured blood pressure values using the Bland-Altman method shows the values predicted by the GA-MIV-BP neural network models agree with those measured by the sphygmomanometer and that they are interchangeable. GA-MIV-BP neural network models, based on PWTT and PWPs, can be used to measure blood pressure values, completely eliminating the shackles of the cuff, enhancing the comfort of the subject, and effectively reducing the influence of individual differences on the prediction accuracy of the model. Thus, the algorithm is able to support the clinical application of non-invasive continuous blood pressure measurement equipment.
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